
Does mathematics need new axioms?Solomon FefermanThe question, \Does mathematics need new axioms?", is ambiguous inpractically every respect.� What do we mean by `mathematics'?� What do we mean by `need'?� What do we mean by `axioms'?You might even ask, What do we mean by `does'?Part of the ambiguity lies in the various points of view from which thisquestion might be considered. The crudest di�erence lies between the pointof view of the working mathematician and that of the logician concernedwith the foundations of mathematics. Now some of my fellow mathematicallogicians might protest this distinction, since they consider themselves to bejust more of those \working mathematicians". Certainly, modern logic hasestablished itself as a very respectable branch of mathematics, and there arequite a few highly technical journals in logic, such as The Journal of Sym-bolic Logic and the Annals of Pure and Applied Logic, whose contents, froma cursory inspection, look just like those of other mathematical journals,setting subjects aside. Looking even closer, you can pick up a paper on,say, the semi-lattice of degrees of unsolvability or the model theory of �eldsand not see it as any di�erent in general character from a paper on com-binatorial graph theory or cohomology of groups; they belong to the samebig frame of mind, so to speak. But if you pick up G�odel's paper on theincompleteness of axiom systems for mathematics, or his work and that ofCohen on the consistency and independence of the Axiom of Choice relativeto the axioms of set theory, we're in a di�erent frame of mind, because weare doing what Hilbert called metamathematics: the study of mathematicsitself by the means of mathematical logic through its formalization in ax-iomatic systems. And it's that stance I want to distinguish from that of1



the mathematician working on analysis or algebra or topology or degrees ofunsolvability, and so on. It's awkward to keep talking about the logicianas metamathematician, and I won't keep qualifying it that way, but that'swhat I intend.Though I won't at all neglect the viewpoint of the working mathemati-cian, for most of this article I will be looking at the leading question fromthe point of view of the logician, and for a substantial part of that, fromthe perspective of one supremely important logician: Kurt G�odel. Fromthe time of his stunning incompleteness results in 1931 to the end of hislife, G�odel called for the pursuit of new axioms to settle undecided arith-metical problems. And from 1947 on, with the publication of his unusualarticle, \What is Cantor's continuum problem?" [11], he called in additionfor the pursuit of new axioms to settle Cantor's famous conjecture aboutthe cardinal number of the continuum. In both cases, he pointed primarilyto schemes of higher in�nity in set theory as the direction in which to seekthese new principles. Logicians have learned a great deal in recent yearsthat is relevant to G�odel's program, but there is considerable disagreementabout what conclusions to draw from their results. I'm far from unbiasedin this respect, and you'll see how I come out on these matters by the endof this essay, but I will try to give you a fair presentation of other positionsalong the way so you can decide for yourself which you favor.The Oxford English Dictionary de�nes `axiom' as used in Logic andMathematics, by: \A self-evident proposition requiring no formal demon-stration to prove its truth, but received and assented to as soon as men-tioned." I think it's fair to say that something like this de�nition is the �rstthing we have in mind when we speak of axioms for mathematics: I'll callthis the ideal sense of the word. It's surprising how far the meaning of ax-iom has been stretched from that in practice, both by mathematicians andlogicians. Some even take it to mean an arbitrary assumption, and so refuseto take seriously what purpose axioms are supposed to serve.When the working mathematician speaks of axioms, he or she usuallymeans those for some particular part of mathematics such as groups, rings,vector spaces, topological spaces, Hilbert spaces, etc. These axioms havenothing to do with self-evident propositions, nor are they arbitrary startingpoints. They are simply de�nitions of kinds of structures that have beenrecognized to recur in various mathematical situations. But they act asaxioms in the sense that they provide a framework in which certain kindsof operations and lines of reasoning are appropriate whereas others are not.And once we run into a structure meeting one of these axiom systems|for example, a group associated with some equation or with a topological2



space|we can call on a vast body of previously established consequencesfor our further work. Without trying to argue this further, I take it that thevalue of these kinds of structural axioms for the organization of mathematicalwork is now indisputable. Moreover, we seem to keep coming up with newaxioms of this sort, and I think the case can be made that they come updue to a continuing need to package and communicate our knowledge indigestible ways.Now, in contrast to the working mathematician's structural axioms,when the logician speaks of axioms, he or she means, �rst of all, laws ofvalid reasoning that are supposed to apply to all parts of mathematics, and,secondly, axioms for such fundamental concepts as number, set, and func-tion that underlie all mathematical concepts; I call the latter foundationalaxioms. I won't get into the question here of whether mathematics needssuch axioms at all, and let the historical development of mathematics speakfor that. Certainly, these correspond to such basic parts of our subject thatthey hardly need any mention at all in daily practice, and many mathe-maticians can carry on their entire work without calling on them even once.But that doesn't mean that they are not needed in the end to justify thatpractice, nor that they can safely be ignored in all situations. At any rate,I will take the necessity of foundational axioms for mathematics for grantedin the following.In particular, I will be concentrating on two axiom systems at conceptualextremes, the Dedekind-Peano Axioms for number theory and the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms for set theory. I assume general familiarity with these, andso will skimp over the speci�cs of their formulations, which are in any casenot important for the following; but I do have to say something about theirdevelopment and the reasons for their acceptance. In both cases, one startedwith an informal \naive" system, which was later transformed into a formalsystem in the precise sense of metamathematics.Dedekind's axioms [3] for the natural numbers N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g sim-ply took the initial element 0 [Dedekind started with 1] and the successoroperation x 7! x0(= x + 1) as basic, with the evident axioms that 0 is nota successor and that successor is one-one. Induction was formulated set-theoretically, in the form: N is the smallest set that contains 0 and is closedunder the successor operation. This takes the informal notion of arbitraryset of natural numbers for granted, and in those terms the axioms are cate-gorical and hence complete. Dedekind used the induction principle to showthat one can de�ne functions by simple recursion on N, i. e., where we pre-scribe how the function is de�ned at 0 and how it is de�ned at any successorelement x0 in terms of how it is de�ned at x; in particular this is used in the3



proof of categoricity. The functions of one or more arguments from N toN generated by explicit and simple recursive de�nition are nowadays calledthe primitive recursive functions.Peano [23] made a �rst stab at adding axioms (to those of Dedekind)about which sets exist. He stated that every property determines a set, andthen gave some closure conditions on properties. In the Peano axioms, in-duction is equivalent to the statement that any property of natural numbersthat holds of 0 and is closed under successor holds of all natural numbers.If one takes the notions of set or property as not needing any furtheranalysis, then it seems to me that the Dedekind-Peano axioms come as closeas anything we have to meeting the ideal dictionary sense of the word. Butthe metamathematical view is that all notions used in an axiomatic systemand all assumptions concerning these must be fully spelled out. That is doneby �xing a formal language for number theory, and taking for the propertiesin the induction principle just those expressed by a well-formed formulaof that language. The resulting formal system nowadays is called PeanoArithmetic and denoted PA. In the formal language of PA, whose basicrelation is that of equality, =, we need to add symbols for the operations+ and � to those for 0 and 0, with their recursive de�ning equations asaxioms; though + and � are set-theoretically de�nable in terms of the latterby Dedekind's result, they are not de�nable from them in the �rst-orderlanguage used for formal arithmetic. However, G�odel showed in [9] thatonce we have 0, 0; +, and �, all primitive recursive functions are de�nable inPA.Unlike the origin of the Dedekind-Peano axioms in a clear intuitive con-cept, Zermelo's axioms arose out of a need to give some sort of foundation toCantor's revolutionary work in set theory, which many people regarded asproblematic. In particular, Cantor made essential use of the Well-OrderingPrinciple (WO), according to which any set can be well-ordered, in orderto establish various facts about cardinal arithmetic, in particular that forin�nite cardinals �; �,�+ � = � � � = max(�; �); while � < 2�:Moreover, he used WO to show that the in�nite cardinals can be laid out ina scale indexed by ordinals �,@0 < @1 < @2 < : : : < @� < @�+1 < : : : < @� < : : : ;where each @�+1 is the least cardinal greater than @�, and for limit �; @�is the limit of all @� for � < �. This scale and the fact that @0 < 2@04



immediately led to the conjecture known as the Continuum Hypothesis,2@0 = @1;(CH)since 2@0 is the cardinal number of the continuum R. The extension of thisconjecture to all � is called the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis,2@� = @�+1:(GCH)The question of justifying the Well-Ordering Principle was worrisome toCantor. At �rst he argued that it is a \Law of Thought"; then he soughta proof of it on the basis of a more evident principle, but failed to comeup with anything satisfactory. Such a principle was �rst o�ered in 1904 byZermelo [30] in the form of the Axiom of Choice (AC). Zermelo proved thatAC implies WO; in fact, they are equivalent, but Zermelo argued that AC isevident in a way that WO is not. Following publication of this work, therewere objections not only to the acceptance of AC but also to the correct-ness of his proof of the implication. In order to meet the latter objections,Zermelo introduced axioms in [31] that spelled out just which principles onsets were employed in his argument. These are the axioms of: Extensional-ity, Empty set, Unordered pair, Power set, Union, In�nity and Separation.The latter axiom says that for any de�nite property P (x) of objects and anygiven set a, the set b = fx : x 2 a&P (x)g also exists. This principle wasobjected to as being vague on what counts as a de�nite property, so, notlong after, precise proposals were made independently by Weyl, Skolem, andFraenkel to tie these down. Their proposals all essentially amount to takingfor the de�nite properties just those expressed in the formal language forset theory, with basic symbols = and 2. An additional modi�cation wasthat Zermelo's axioms did not allow one to establish the existence of @� forin�nite �; Fraenkel added his Replacement Axiom to accomplish this. As aformal system, the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms are denoted ZF, and the sameaxioms to which AC is adjoined are denoted ZFC. A small point to note isthat Zermelo allowed the existence of urelements, i. e., objects (other thanthe empty set) without elements. These have been dispensed with in ZFsince they are not necessary for the foundations of set theory.What was left unsettled by this development is an explanation of what,exactly, the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms are axioms for. If they are to be con-sidered to be axioms in the ideal, dictionary sense, they should be evidentfor some pre-axiomatic concept that we have in mind. The concept of ar-bitrary set, so to speak at large, which might �rst be o�ered as a candidatefor this is unsatisfactory, because it seems to be an evident characteristic of5



this concept that for any property P (x) the set of all x satisfying P exists.But as we know, this results in contradictions, the simplest being that dueto Russell, using the property: :(x 2 x), where : is the negation symbol.And it is just this sort of contradictory construction that Zermelo's Axiomof Separation avoids, by applying P only to elements of a \pre-existing" seta. What justi�es that, but not the more general, contradictory concept ofset? An answer was �rst o�ered by Zermelo [32] in 1930, in terms of whathas since come to be called the cumulative hierarchy of sets. In this picture,sets are conceived of as being built up from below in stages, starting withthe urelements at the lowest stage. Since we have dispensed with those,nowadays we simply start with the empty set, usually denoted 0. At eachstage, we gather together all the sets obtained at preceding stages into asingle set a. Then at the next stage we adjoin all members of the power setof a; }(a), i. e., the set of all subsets of a. Finally, this process is iteratedtrans�nitely. But to spell out what this model is, we need set theoreticalnotions themselves, as follows: the stages are indexed by ordinals. The set(or partial universe) of objects obtained at stage � is denoted V�.V0 = 0;V�+1 = V� [ }(V�); andV� = the union of fV� : � < �g for limit ordinals �:It is argued by set-theorists nowadays that the axioms of ZFC are evidentfor the universe V of sets consisting of all objects in some V�. But theintuition for that is a far cry from what leads one to accept the Dedekind-Peano axioms. Among other things, what this takes for granted is thatthere is an objective notion of arbitrary subset of a given set. This is thePlatonistic conception of mathematics applied to set theory, a conceptionwhich is philosophically controversial; we shall have more to say about thatlater on.We return now to the origins of G�odel's program for new axioms in his1931 paper [9] on the incompleteness for formal systems extending arith-metic. I want to remind you briey of these results, for which we need someslightly technical notions. The simplest statements of number-theoreticalinterest are those of purely universal form (8x) f(x) = 0 and purely exis-tential form (9x) f(x) = 0, where f is a primitive recursive function; theseare dual forms under negation in the sense that :(8x)f(x) = 0 is equivalentto (9x)g(x) = 0 where g(x) is 0 if f(x) 6= 0 and is 1 otherwise. A formalsystem S whose language contains that of PA is said to be sound for a classK of statements if whenever S ` � (S proves �) and � 2 K, then � is true in6



the natural numbers. It is easily shown that if S is consistent and containsPA (or even a weak fragment thereof) then it is sound for (purely) univer-sal statements but (as G�odel showed) it need not be sound for existentialstatements. S is called 1-consistent just in case it is sound for existentialstatements. Note that 1-consistency implies consistency. (G�odel himselfused a slightly stronger notion called !-consistency.)A system S is called formally complete if for each closed formula �,either S ` � or S ` :�. Hilbert had two fundamental conjectures aboutPA: that its consistency can be proved �nitarily and that it is formallycomplete. Both conjectures were dashed by Kurt G�odel's incompletenesstheorems of 1931 [9]. Moreover, they apply to (e�ectively presented) formalsystems S extending PA much more generally. G�odel associated with eachsuch system a purely universal statement �S , which expresses of itself, viaits G�odel number, that it is not provable in S. G�odel's �rst incompletenesstheorem has two parts. The �rst part tells us that if S is consistent then�S is indeed not provable in S, so by its very construction, it is true. Thesecond part tells us that if S is 1-consistent then :�S is also not provable inS. For otherwise, being equivalent to an existential statement, if :�S wereprovable in S it would be true, contrary to the �rst part. G�odel's secondincompleteness theorem tells us that the number-theoretic statement Con(S)expressing the consistency of S is not provable in S if S is consistent. Thiscomes about by formalizing the proof of the �rst part of the �rst theorem. Itfollows that if S is a system in which all �nitary reasoning can be formalized,then the general Hilbert �nitary consistency program cannot be carried outfor S. It is now generally accepted that all �nitary reasoning can already beformalized in PA, if not in much weaker systems, and that's where Hilbert's�nitary consistency program has its limits.Not only were G�odel's results stunning, but also his own explanationof why they hold was surprising. This was given in a footnote that wasapparently included in the paper [9] only as an afterthought, since it isnumbered 48a. But it expressed a fundamental conviction of G�odel's whichhe reiterated throughout the rest of his life, and this conviction brings usclose to the heart of our leading question. There is evidence that he thoughtsuch a view would be unacceptable to the Hilbert school, and that he musthave hesitated to say anything of this sort at all. The footnote reads:...the true reason for the incompleteness inherent in all formalsystems of mathematics is that the formation of ever higher typescan be continued into the trans�nite...[since] the undecidablepropositions constructed here become decidable whenever ap-7



propriate higher types are added. [9, p. 191]However, the connection of incompleteness with set theory is not explainedhere; the unstated reason is that the consistency of a system S can be provedin a system that uses variables for sets ranging over arbitrary subsets of theuniverse of discourse of S, by means of which a truth de�nition for thelanguage of S can be introduced. Nothing more like footnote 48a was saidby G�odel until the mid 1940s, by which time he was safely ensconced at theInstitute for Advanced Study in Princeton, and Hilbert was dead and gone.In the meantime, G�odel had established in [10] his second ground-breakingresult, that if ZF is consistent then it remains consistent when we add ACand GCH. G�odel's method of proof for this was to produce a new cumulativehierarchy as a model of set theory, formally de�ned within set theory, byrestricting the sets introduced at each stage to be all and only those subsetsof the preceding stage which are de�nable in the language of set theory overthat stage. The sets constructed in this way at stage � are denoted L�, andtheir de�nition looks exactly like the sets V�, except at the successor stages,where we take L�+1 = L� [Def(L�);where Def(a) for any set a is the set of all de�nable subsets b of a. A set iscalled constructible by G�odel if it belongs to some L�; then L is used for thecollection of all constructible sets. The so-called Axiom of Constructibilityasserts that all sets are constructible, and is symbolized by V = L. This\axiom" served as a convenient intermediary in G�odel's relative consistencyproof, as follows:1. If ZF is consistent then ZF+V=L is consistent.2. ZF+V=L `AC&GCH.Aside from the formal positioning of V = L in 1 and 2, in what sense isits statement an acceptable axiom for set theory? At the time of his proof(circa 1938) G�odel stated that it provides a kind of natural completion of theaxioms of set theory, since it ties down|in a way that ZF does not|exactlywhich sets we are talking about. But within a decade he was clearly rejectingit as an axiom, on the basis of a strongly Platonistic point of view of what settheory is supposed to be about. This position �rst emerged in an article onRussell's mathematical logic in 1944, but it was only stated forthrightly andwith speci�c reference to open set-theoretical problems by G�odel in his 1947article, \What is Cantor's continuum problem?" [11], along the followinglines: 8



1� Set theory is about a universe V of objects existing independently ofhuman thoughts and constructions. It consists of the result of iteratinginto the trans�nite the full power set operation, i. e., the operation offorming the set of arbitrary subsets of any given set. (So, on the basisof this, there is no reason to accept V = L, which says that all setsare introduced by successive de�nitions.)2� Statements of set theory have a determinate truth value (in V ). Inparticular, all axioms of ZFC are true in V .3� So, also, CH has a determinate truth value. According to G�odel in [11]it is probably false.4� Thus CH should be independent of ZFC.(Indeed, this was eventually demonstrated in 1963 by Paul Cohen [2].)5� And thus, in order to �x the position @� of 2@0 in the scale of alephs, wewill [no doubt] need to add new axioms to ZFC.6� These new axioms may be formulated and accepted by a direct extensionof the informal reasoning that led us to accept ZFC in the �rst place.More precisely:The simplest of these [new axioms] ... assert the existence of[strongly] inaccessible numbers... > @0. [This] axiom, roughlyspeaking, means nothing else but that the totality of sets ob-tainable by exclusive use of the processes of formation of setsexpressed in the other axioms forms again a set (and, therefore,a new basis for a further application of these processes). Otheraxioms of in�nity have been formulated by P. Mahlo. ...theseaxioms show clearly, not only that the axiomatic system of settheory as known today is incomplete, but also that it can be sup-plemented without arbitrariness by new axioms which are onlythe natural continuation of those set up so far. [11, p. 520]An uncountable cardinal is called (strongly) inaccessible if it is closedunder exponentiation and limits of smaller cardinals. It follows that if � isinaccessible then V� is a model of the ZFC axioms. Thus, if it is assumed thatthere exists an inaccessible cardinal then the consistency of ZFC, Con(ZFC),is a consequence and so, by G�odel's second incompleteness theorem, it is notprovable in ZFC (if ZFC is consistent). Similarly, if one assumes there are acertain number of inaccessible cardinals, then one will not be able to prove9



the existence of larger inaccessibles. The Mahlo axioms assert the existence,to begin with, of arbitrarily large inaccessibles, and then of arbitrarily largeinaccessible �xed points of the enumeration of the inaccessibles, and so on,iterated into the trans�nite. An informal way of justifying their existence,and, indeed, of in�nite cardinals at all, is by reference to \Cantor's Ab-solute": the universe of all sets is beyond being captured by any closurecondition on sets; instead, any such condition always closes o� at a set. Abit more explicitly, whatever closure property P one recognizes to be sat-is�ed by the universe V of all sets, there will exist arbitrarily large � forwhich V� satis�es P . Formal versions of this, introduced by Azriel Levy [19]and Paul Bernays [1], are called Reection Principles in set theory. Theyare behind G�odel's reason for saying that we are led to new axioms, suchas those of Mahlo type, \without arbitrariness" and as a \natural contin-uation" of those axioms previously accepted. But, he continued [from thepreceding quote],[a]s for the continuum problem, there is little hope of solving itby means of those axioms of in�nity which can be set up on thebasis of principles known today... [ibid.]The reason is that the Mahlo axioms are consistent with V = L, and sinceGCH is true in L, and G�odel believed CH to be false, its falsity could notbe proved in this way. \In the face of this", he continued on,...probably there exist other [axioms] based on hitherto unknownprinciples...which a more profound understanding of the conceptsunderlying logic and mathematics would enable us to recognizeas implied by these concepts. [ibid.]A candidate for a larger kind of cardinal had in fact been suggestedsome time before, by Stanislaw Ulam, in 1930. Ulam called an uncountablecardinal � measurable if there exists a two-valued �-additive measure on}(�). Not much was known about the strength of this until 1961, whenDana Scott proved in [24] that the existence (MC) of measurable cardinalsimplies V 6= L, so MC then became a viable possibility to settle CH. A fewyears later, Alfred Tarski with his students William Hanf and H. JeromeKeisler proved ([15], [18]) that if � is a measurable cardinal then it is verylarge, since V� satis�es the axioms of Mahlo type and other powerful axiomsof in�nity. Their work led further to a notion of strongly compact cardinal,whose existence was shown to imply the existence of measurable cardinals.But then both Tarski and G�odel had qualms about the assumption of theexistence of such enormous cardinals. To quote Tarski:10



...the belief in the existence of inaccessible cardinals...(and evenof arbitrarily large cardinals of this kind) seems to be a naturalconsequence of basic intuitions underlying the \naive" set theoryand referring to what can be called \Cantor's absolute". On thecontrary, we see at this moment no cogent intuitive reasons whichcould induce us to believe in the existence of [strongly compact]cardinals, or which at least would make it very plausible that thehypothesis stating the existence of such cardinals is consistentwith familiar axiom systems of set theory. [26, p. 134]In his 1964 revision [12] of his 1947 article, G�odel seconded this view ofTarski's in full, but then added:However, [the new axioms] are supported by rather strong argu-ment from analogy... ([12, p. 264, ftn. 20], italics mine)Moreover, G�odel had already proposed in 1947 still another kind of argumentthat might lead one to accept certain statements as new axioms, even thoughthey do not rest on the same kind of evidence that led one to accept ZFCin the �rst place, to wit:[Finally, we may look for axioms which are] so abundant in theirveri�able consequences...that quite irrespective of their intrinsicnecessity they would have to be assumed in the same sense asany well-established physical theory. ([11, p. 521], italics mine)Higher axioms of in�nity, or so-called \large cardinals" in set theory havebeen the subject of intensive investigation since the 1960s and many newkinds of cardinals with special set-theoretical properties have emerged inthese studies.1 A complicated web of relationships has been established, aswitnessed by charts to be found in the recent book by Aki Kanamori, TheHigher In�nite [16, p. 471], and the earlier expository article by Kanamoriand Menachem Magidor [17]. A rough distinction is made between \small"large cardinals, and \large" large cardinals, according to whether they areweaker or stronger, in some logical measure or other, than measurable car-dinals. Attempts to justify acceptance of both kinds of cardinals have been1The elaboration of this subject has almost outrun the names that have been intro-duced for various large cardinal notions, witness (in roughly increasing order of strength):`inaccessible', `Mahlo', `weakly compact', `indescribable', `subtle', `ine�able', `Ramsey',`measurable', `strong', `Woodin', `superstrong', `strongly compact', `supercompact', `al-most huge', `huge', and `superhuge'. 11



made by set theorists involved in this development. The philosopher, Pene-lope Maddy, in two interesting articles called \Believing the axioms", an-alyzed the various kinds of arguments for these and other kinds of strongaxioms and summarized the evidence for them [20]. Broadly speaking, thearguments are classi�ed as being based on intrinsic or extrinsic reasons. Theabove-mentioned reection principles are examples of intrinsic reasons, butthese do not take us beyond the \small" large cardinals. Among the extrinsicreasons for going higher are that the assumption of \large" large cardinalshas been fruitful|through the dazzling work of Solovay, Martin, Foreman,Magidor, Shelah, Steel, Woodin and others|in extending \standard" prop-erties of Borel and projective subsets of the continuum, such as Lebesguemeasurability, the Baire property, the perfect subset property, determinate-ness of associated in�nite games, etc. to substantially larger classes.But the striking thing, despite all this progress, is that contrary toG�odel's hopes, the Continuum Hypothesis is still undecided by these furtheraxioms, since it has been shown to be independent of all remotely plausibleaxioms of in�nity, including MC, that have been considered so far (assum-ing their consistency)2. That may lead one to raise doubts not only aboutG�odel's program but also about its very presumptions. Is CH a de�niteproblem as G�odel and many current set-theorists believe? Is the continuumitself a de�nite mathematical entity? If it has only Platonic existence, howcan we access its properties? Alternatively, one might argue that the con-tinuum has physical existence in space and/or time. But then one must askwhether the mathematical structure of the real number system can be iden-ti�ed with the physical structure, or whether it is instead simply an idealizedmathematical model of the latter, much as the laws of physics formulated inmathematical terms are highly idealized models of aspects of physical real-ity. (Hermann Weyl raised just such questions in his 1918 monograph DasKontinuum, [28].) But even if we grant some kind of independent existence,abstract or physical, to the continuum, in order to formulate CH we need torefer to arbitrary subsets of the continuum and possible mappings betweenthem, and then we are dealing with objects of a higher level of abstraction,the nature of whose existence is even more problematic than that of thecontinuum. Here we are skirting deep philosophical waters; let us retreatfrom them for the moment.While G�odel's program to �nd new axioms to settle CH has not been re-alized, what about the origins of his program in the incompleteness resultsfor number theory? As we saw, throughout his life G�odel said we would2Cf. Martin [21]; the situation reported there in 1976 remains unchanged to date.12



need new, ever-stronger set-theoretical axioms to settle open arithmeticalproblems of even the simplest, purely universal, form|problems he called ofGoldbach type. Indeed, the Goldbach conjecture can be written in that form.But the incompleteness theorem by itself gives no evidence that any openarithmetical problems|or, equivalently, �nite combinatorial problems|ofmathematical interest will require new such axioms. I emphasize the `math-ematical interest', because G�odel's own examples of undecidable statementsfor each consistent S extending PA were of two kinds: the �rst, �S , cooked upby a diagonal construction in order to establish incompleteness and evidentlytrue by the very theorem that it is used to prove, and the second, Con(S),of de�nite metamathematical interest, but not of mathematical interest inthe ordinary sense of the word. Beginning in the mid-1970s, logicians begantrying to rectify this situation by producing �nite combinatorial statementsof prima-facie mathematical interest that are independent of such S. The�rst example was provided by Je� Paris and Leo Harrington who showedin [22] that a modi�ed form (PH) of the �nite Ramsey theorem concerningexistence of homogeneous sets for certain kinds of partitions is not provablein PA. PH is recognized to be true as a simple consequence of the in�-nite Ramsey theorem; its independence rests on showing that PH impliesCon(PA); in fact PH is equivalent to 1-Con(PA). Moving up to a strongersystem, a few years later, Harvey Friedman, Ken McAloon, and StephenSimpson produced a �nite combinatorial version FGP of the Galvin-Prikrytheorem GP that is independent of the Feferman-Sch�utte system of predica-tive analysis (call it FS for present purposes)3. It happens that GP is itselfa considerable strengthening of the in�nite Ramsey Theorem, and FGP hascertain analogies to PH. Again, this �nitary version FGP is proved to betrue as a simple consequence of GP, while its independence rests on show-ing that it implies Con(FS); in fact, FGP is equivalent to the 1-consistencyof predicative analysis. Further results of this type have been obtained bythese researchers and others for still stronger systems of analysis4. While3Friedman, McAloon, and Simpson work with a system ATR0 which is shown to beproof-theoretically equivalent to the FS system of rami�ed analysis up to the ordinal �0.Friedman later found a �nite version of Kruskal's theorem KT which is independent ofATR0. The in�nitary theorem KT, a staple of graph-theoretic combinatorics, asserts thewell-quasi-ordering of the embeddability relation between �nite trees. Friedman's work inthis respect is reported in [25].4The systems involved and associated independent statements are more complicatedto explain and would go beyond the scope of this article to do so, but at least one result isworth indicating in connection with footnote 3. Friedman found an extended version EKTof KT which is independent of the impredicative �11 comprehension principle in analysis(cf. [25]). EKT later turned out to have close mathematical and metamathematical13



in each case, the statement � shown independent of S is equivalent to its1-consistency, the argument for the truth of � is by ordinary mathematicalreasoning.For some years, Friedman has been trying to go much farther, by pro-ducing mathematically perspicuous �nite combinatorial statements � whoseproof requires the existence of many Mahlo axioms or even stronger axiomsof in�nity and has come up with various candidates for that ([7] containsthe latest work in this direction). From the point of view of metamathe-matics, this kind of result is of the same character as the earlier work justmentioned; that is, for certain very strong systems S of set theory, the �produced is equivalent to the 1-consistency of S. But the conclusion to bedrawn is not nearly as clear as for the earlier work, since the truth of � isnow not a result of ordinary mathematical reasoning, but depends essen-tially on acceptance of 1-Con(S). It is begging the question to claim thisshows we need axioms of large cardinals in order to settle the truth of such�, since our only reason for accepting that truth lies in our belief in the1-consistency of those axioms. However plausible we might �nd that, per-haps by some sort of picture we can form of the models of such axioms, itdoesn't follow that we should accept those axioms themselves as �rst-classmathematical principles. Finally, we must take note of the fact that up tonow, no previously formulated open problem from number theory or �nitecombinatorics, such as the Goldbach conjecture or the Riemann Hypothesisor the twin prime conjecture or the P=NP problem, is known to be inde-pendent of the kinds of formal systems we have been talking about, noteven of PA. If such were established in the same way as the examples (PH,FGP, etc.) mentioned above, then their truth would at the same time beveri�ed. I think it is more likely, as has been demonstrated in the case of theFermat \last theorem", that the truth of these will eventually be settled|ifat all|by ordinary mathematical reasoning without any passage throughmetamathematics, and that only afterward might we see just which basicaxiomatic principles are required for their proofs.Moving beyond the domains of arithmetic and �nite combinatorics, whatis the evidence that we might need new axioms for everyday mathematics?Here it is certainly the case that various parts of descriptive set theoryhave been shown to require higher axioms of in�nity, in some cases wellbeyond the range of \small" large cardinals. But again we are in a question-begging situation, since our belief in the truth of these new results dependsessentially on our belief in the consistency or correctness to some extent orrelationships with the graph minor theorem of Robertson and Seymour.14



other of these \higher" statements. Also, I think it is fair to say that thesekinds of results are at the margin of ordinary mathematics, that is of whatmathematicians deal with in daily practice.5 What is not at the margin canbe readily formalized within ZFC, and in fact in much weaker systems, ashas been demonstrated by many case studies in recent years.Let's look more speci�cally at the part of mathematics that is indispens-able to scienti�c applications, which clearly includes vast tracts of analysis,among other subjects. One of the arguments for accepting any set theory atall, if one is not a Platonist, has been advanced by the philosophers Willardvan Orman Quine and Hilary Putnam, along the lines that some set theory isnecessary for the foundations of analysis, and that the resulting mathematicsis justi�ed by its essential and successful use in established physical theory.But this argument is undermined by a series of case studies, beginning withthat of Hermann Weyl in 1918, in his famous monograph Das Kontinuum[28], in which he showed in principle how all of nineteenth-century analysisof piecewise continuous functions could be formalized in a system S re-ducible to PA; this has been continued since the mid-70s with work by GaisiTakeuti, Harvey Friedman, Stephen Simpson, and myself among others, toextend this to substantial portions of twentieth-century analysis includingmuch of measure theory and functional analysis. As a result of these stud-ies, I have come to conjecture that practically all scienti�cally applicablemathematics can be formalized in systems reducible to PA, or, as I havesloganized it in [4]: a little bit goes a long way. Against this, I have learnedof a couple of cases in some approaches to the foundations of quantum �eldtheory where it appears one must go beyond the resources of PA; but thephysical theories that require such additional strength are rather specula-tive. In any case, the mathematics needed for these cases can be carried outin relatively weak subsystems of impredicative analysis, even if PA does notsu�ce. I am not by any means arguing that everyday mathematical practiceshould be restricted to working in such subsystems. The instrumental valueof \higher" and less restricted set-theoretical concepts and principles is un-deniable. The main concern here is, rather, to see: what, fundamentally, isneeded for what?To conclude, I hope I have given you some food for thought that willhelp you come to your own conclusions about whether questions like theContinuum Hypothesis are determinate, and, if so, what is going to settlethem, given that present axioms are insu�cient. At the beginning of this5For an opposite point of view and beautiful exposition of the need for new axioms inthat respect, cf. Woodin [29]. 15



piece I promised to tell you my own views of these matters. By now, youhave probably guessed what these are, but let me say them out loud: I amconvinced that the Continuum Hypothesis is an inherently vague problemthat no new axiom will settle in a convincingly de�nite way6. Moreover, Ithink the Platonistic philosophy of mathematics that is currently claimedto justify set theory and mathematics more generally is thoroughly unsatis-factory and that some other philosophy grounded in inter-subjective humanconceptions will have to be sought to explain the apparent objectivity ofmathematics. Finally, I see no evidence for the practical need for new ax-ioms to settle open arithmetical and �nite combinatorial problems. Theexample of the solution of the Fermat problem shows that we just have towork harder with the basic axioms at hand. However, there is considerabletheoretical interest for logicians to try to explain what new axioms ought tobe accepted if one has already accepted a given body of principles, much asG�odel thought the axioms of inaccessibles and Mahlo cardinals ought to beaccepted once one has accepted the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms. In fact thisis something I've worked on in di�erent ways for over thirty years; duringthe last year I have arrived at what I think is the most satisfactory generalformulation of that idea, in what I call the unfolding of a schematic formalsystem [5]. And this returns in an essential respect to the original \naive"schematic formulation of principles such as induction in number theory andseparation in set theory, in their use of the pre-theoretic notion of arbitrary\de�nite" property. That is in closer accord with everyday practice, wheresuch principles are taken in an open-ended way, without advance restrictionon what speci�c language they are formulated in. But we can systematicallyenlarge what we regard as meaningful in a given subject, by using those veryprinciples in a kind of feed-back way, for example in the use of induction toprove that a function or predicate of natural numbers de�ned implicitly byrecursion equations is total and thus can be added to our language. Thereare already some de�nitive results for speci�c systems on what can be ob-tained by the unfolding process, in joint work with Thomas Strahm [6], witha host of new and interesting problems waiting to be tackled. But that'sanother story for another occasion.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSText of an invited AMS-MAA lecture, Joint Annual Meeting, San Diego,Jan. 10, 1997.6CH is just the most prominent example of many set-theoretical statements that Iconsider to be inherently vague. Of course, one may reason con�dently within set theory(e. g. , in ZFC) about such statements as if they had a de�nite meaning.16
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